
OIL MILL BUSINESS PLAN

How to get a complete oil mill business plan to start your oil manufacturing business in India, including Hindi, for mustard
seeds, groundnut, rice bran.

For the local suppliers of Palm Kernel Nuts within Ibesikpo and its adjoining LGAs, the presence of the mill
represents a ready and steady market for them and this guarantees and steady source of income for them and
also every other stakeholder within the Oil Palm value chain. Cleaning sieve: The cottonseed contains much
impurity, these impurity not only effect the quality the oil but also damage the oil expeller , the you need the
cleaning sieve to remove the impurity to get more clear oil and better quality cakes. Oil Cakes normally have
little oil in them and they are used to make animal feeds through a process called distillation. There are two
known methods of production. First hand census of small to medium scale refineries indicate that the
combined production capacity of existing mills spread across the Southern and Eastern parts of the country is
grossly insufficient to meet the CPKO needs of the refineries within the region. Next is the thrashing process.
The primary objective of the business is to add value to certain crops by processing them into essential raw
materials required by various industries across Nigeria. The filter press machine removes all the debris and dirt
from the crude thereby leaving us with clear golden coloured clean oil in the storage tank ready for sale. There
is a hard outer null with an oil-bearing kernel inside it. And whether your cottonseed has shell or not. At the
start of your business, there will be more capital invested as you will need to equip your office with the
necessary oil processing equipment. This is the entire harvesting process. Before choosing a place for your
edible oil processing plant, you have to consider the market, the availability of raw materials and the mode of
transport. We believe in starting small but dreaming and reaching for bigger things. From a labour perspective,
the cost of labour in the villages is relatively cheaper when compared to the cost of labour in other urban based
milling facilities in the Southeast and will help us manage cost effectively. Like all businesses, your success
depends on your ability to execute the business plan correctly. Provision of Generating Set for power supply
â€” N1,, 4. We can offer the equipments you need for cottonseed oil mill plant. The balance of N15m Fifteen
Million Naira will be sourced either as equity in the business from an interested investor or as a medium term
loan facility from both traditional and non-traditional financial institutions. Usually, the oil mill machinery
supplier will be in charge of the installation and commissioning of the equipment, but the electricity, water
and other utilities should be prepared by you. Total monthly output of sludge is 12MT 6. After you finish your
registration, you are allowed to get the trade license, as well as Business PAN Card. If you are familiar with
the structure of a sunflower seed, you will understand the structure of cotton seed better. Extraction of the oil
by cold pressing is also very popular. For example, if you will be going into mustard oil production, you
should locate your extraction plant nearby mustard oil plantation. In a bid to encourage local production of
palm products to satisfy local demand, importation of bulk crude and refined vegetable oil was prohibited in 
This is where the cotton seeds are cleaned and the linters are removed. Ensure that your raw material supplier
should be reliable and professional vendor. Small oil mill is advantageous if you have space, economic or
labor constraints.


